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BoE Speakers Crib Sheet
Comments ordered by bias and speaker, newest comments marked blue

Bias Speaker Date Days 
ago Relevant Points

Neutral Bailey 01.03.23 15 Further rate hikes may be appropriate but nothing is decided, would caution against suggesting either 
that we are done with rate hikes or that we will inevitably do more, if we do too little on rates now we 
have to do more later on, inflation has been slightly weaker and activity and wages slightly stronger 
(emphasis on "slightly" in both cases).

09.02.23 35 We have a very tight labour market, expects inflation to come down rapidly this year, base effects will put 
powerful negative trajectory in UK inflation, concerned about inflation persistence, need to see more 
evidence of inflation pressures easing, would urge that the rapid fall forecast for inflation is taken into 
account in pay demands.

02.02.23 42 Not saying we're done with rate hikes as the world is too uncertain, not sure any future hikes will be in 
smaller steps, seeing first signs that inflation has turned the corner, language change reflects that but it 
is very early days, inflation risks skewed to the upside, private sector wage settlements have been 
higher than expected, full effect of what we've done on rates is yet to come through.

Broadbent 02.02.23 42 We do not fully understand why UK labour force participation has not recovered as in other countries, 
factors weighing on UK growth will not be there forever.

Hawk Haskel 13.02.23 31 You want to be "really, really careful" on inflation, would prefer to make policy with much more attention 
on the data flow over the next few months.

09.02.23 35 Economic theory shows inflation uncertainty should be met with more forceful action.
Mann 07.03.23 9 More needs to be done on rates, concerned about the persistence of inflation, question is how much is 

priced into the sterling, weak pound is quite significant for inflation, there has been quite a hawkish tone 
from the Fed and the ECB.

23.02.23 21 More tightening is needed, does not think policy is particularly restrictive, a pivot is not imminent, failing 
to do enough on rates now risks the worst of both higher inflation and lower activity, financial conditions 
are looser than what will be needed to moderate inflation, worries about extended persistence of inflation 
into this year and next, public expectations for inflation next year are way above 2%.

Dove Cunliffe 28.02.23 16 Digital pound could have huge benefits for economy and society, does not think the BOE is lagging 
behind other advanced economies.

07.02.23 37 Have made no decision yet on whether a digital pound would use digital ledger technology, we propose 
a limit of between 10,000 and 20,000 GBP per person to hold digital pound.

Dhingra 08.03.23 8 Prudent strategy would be to hold policy steady, many tightening effects are yet to fully take hold, 
overtightening poses a more material risk at this point.

Tenreyro 24.02.23 20 Shape of energy price shocks and monetary policy lags suggest risks of overtightening.
09.02.23 35 Rates are too high right now, a big recession is much needed to keep inflation at 2%, would consider a 

rate cut right now but can't say at which meeting she would vote for such an option.
n/a Hauser 03.03.23 13 BoE executive director for markets: last year's events revealed material weaknesses in pension fund and 

LDI risk management, public backstops must not be a substitute for a failure to achieve the appropriate 
level of private insurance against liquidity risk. 

Pill 02.03.23 14 GDP is projected to fall slightly over the coming quarters, the current momentum in economic activity 
may be slightly stronger than anticipated, GDP expected to be close to zero in Q1, the labour market is 
tighter than unemployment rate would suggest.

16.02.23 28 Labour market remains tight in an absolute sense, Tuesday's labour market report pointed to sings that 
the jobs market loosened a little in line with MPC narrative.

09.02.23 35 There is a danger of over-steering on rates given lags in transmission and substantial further tightening 
is yet to come, no room for complacency, anticipates a period of economic weakness in the UK.

06.02.23 38 We have to guard against doing too much with monetary policy and we are reaching a point where it 
concerns our minds, we are prepared to do more to get inflation back to target, tightening is having an 
impact, still a lot to come through, chance of inflation becoming more embedded in the UK is greater 
than in continental Europe.

03.02.23 41 Rate hike yesterday was necessary and appropriate, we have done a lot with monetary policy already, 
important not to do too much, MPC has changed language quite substantially, market has interpreted 
that correctly, does not want to steer market rate expectations on a day-to-day basis, we have a 
reasonably high degree of confidence inflation will fall this year, expects QT to proceed over the coming 
years, QT likely to run in the background whatever the cyclical position of monetary policy.


